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Chegg books. Rent / Buy. Sell. Each issue contains a substantial review section and every complete volume contains one article concerned with archival sources and an annual bibliography. Subscriptions Volume 11 in 1998: Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter £69 for institution, £39 for individuals prices include delivery by air ISSN 0269 thoughtful debate with contributions from distinguished writers, with the provenance of the illustration and any required, in academic, professional and public life. Book reference: 2. Author's surname followed by initials (list all names rather than using et al); date in parentheses, published work in italics, where appropriate editors' names in Roman, location and publisher in parentheses, page range (using p. and pp.). Debate is a member of the Aotearoa Student Press Association (ASPA). This publication is entitled to the full protection given by the Copyright Act 1994 (ã©the Actâ€) to the holders of the copyright, being AUT STUDENT ASSOCIATION (ã©AUTSAã€). Also in this issue - we have a little guide to AUTâ€™s all gender bathrooms. If youâ€™re someone who would feel more comfortable using an all gender bathroom then the full list is on page 13 and includes locations across all three campuses. If youâ€™re a rainbow individual and youâ€™re keen to go on exchange, Shivani Rajan and Kaat Verheyen will guide you through some options that might work for you on page 30. 8 best Burma books. Get the most out of Southeast Asiaâ€™s final frontier with some well-chosen literature. Emma Henderson @Emmalouisehendy. Emma Larkin recounts the year she spent in Burma following in the footsteps of George Orwell, using his life and work as her only guide. The American journalist was born and raised in Asia and studied the Burmese language at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. Split into chapters, each focuses on just one issue, from government censorship to the elected leader of the country being under house arrest. Buy now. 6. Burma: A Nation at The Crossroads â€“ Revised Edition by Benedict Rogers. £8.99, Rider. Subscriptions are $16 per volume delivered book rate (Airmail add $10 per volume). Members of the Burma Studies Group receive the journal as part of their $25 annual membership. Send check or money order in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank made out to "Northern Illinois University" to Center of Burma Studies, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115. Visa and Mastercard orders also accepted. While authorities elsewhere debated whether the antiquated Dramatic Performances Act could cover cinema, the Government of Burma already had a vigorous gagging act in the form of legislation controlling pwe (traditional Burmese shows which included drama and dance), which included any form.